We are a foremost Manufacturer and Supplier of premium quality assortment of Diamond Wheel And Tools For **Diamond Wheel And Tool For Optical Industries**, **Glass Grinding Diamond Wheel**, etc.
About Us

We “S. K. Enterprise” have gained acknowledgment in this domain by manufacturing and supplying the best class Diamond Cutting Wheels and Line Edging And Beveling Machines. Under the fruitful direction of our Proprietor, “Mr. Arun Patel”, our organization has gained a strong and remarkable position in this domain. Founded in the year 1993 at Ahmedabad (Gujarat, India), we are supported by an ultramodern and robust infrastructural unit that assists us in the production of the best class wheels and machines in several specifications. Outfitted with the latest machines and equipments, all these departments are managed under the direction of our experienced and hardworking team members. They are highly dedicated towards their work and strive hard to meet the set goals of the company in a predefined time frame. Apart from this, we are highly appreciated among our clients due to our excellent logistic facility, quality focused approach, positive records and punctual delivery.

Find broad usage in diamond industry, all these wheels and machines are sharp enough to cut even the hardest object without causing any damage. As per the industry set norms, these wheels and machines are manufactured as per the industry set norms from quality assured raw material and the latest technology. Our quality controllers rigorously check these wheels and machines against numerous parameters in order to...

For more information, please visit
DIAMOND WHEELS FOR OPTICAL INDUSTRY

- Diamond Wheel
- Diamond Wheel
- Grooving Wheel
- Diamond Tool
DIAMOND WHEELS FOR GLASS INDUSTRY

- Grinding Cup Wheel
- PROFILE SHAPE CUTTING DIAMOND WHEELS
- Diamond Drill
- Diamond Tools
MACHINERY FOR OPTICAL LENS INDUSTRY

Optical Glass CR Lens Edge Grinding Cutting Machine Ske-Ahe.

Optical Hand Edger

CR PC Lens Cutter Machine

Optical Glass Cutting Grinding Machine
SKE All In One Glass Edge Grinding, Beveling Pencil, OG Machine

Portable Glass / TUKDI Hand Grinding & Beveling Designing Machine (PHB)

Glass Straight Line Edge Beveling Machine - 9b/10b (30hp)

Glass Grinding Machine
GRINDING AND POLISHING MACHINE

Glass Grinding Manual Fix Belt Machine

SKE:4ER- GLASS Pencil Round 'C' Polishing And Edge Polishing Machine

Glass Hand Grinding Polishing Belt Machine

Double /Triple Belt Glass Grinding Machine
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Straight Glass Edge Polishing Machine SKE-9E
- All In One -5epb (12hp) Glass Edging, Beveling, Pencil Polishing Machine
- Diamond Wheel
- Diamond Wheel
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Optical Glass Cutting Machine
- ROUND GLASS MAKING (BULK SQUARE TO Rounding TUKDI)
- Flexi Belt Glass Edge Polishing Machine
- Glass Cutting Machine
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CONTACT US

S. K. Enterprise
Contact Person: Arun Patel

Plot No. 502, Phase 2, G. I. D. C., Vatva
Ahmedabad - 382445, Gujarat, India

📞 +91-8043044221
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/skenterprise-vatva/